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Abstract—As data generation increasingly takes place on de-
vices without a wired connection, Machine Learning over wireless
networks becomes critical. Many studies have shown that tradi-
tional wireless protocols are highly inefficient or unsustainable to
support Distributed Machine Learning. This is creating the need
for new wireless communication methods. In this survey, we give
an exhaustive review of the state of the art wireless methods
that are specifically designed to support Machine Learning
services. Namely, over-the-air computation and radio resource
allocation optimized for Machine Learning. In the over-the-air
approach, multiple devices communicate simultaneously over the
same time slot and frequency band to exploit the superposition
property of wireless channels for gradient averaging over-the-air.
In radio resource allocation optimized for Machine Learning,
Active Learning metrics allow for data evaluation to greatly
optimize the assignment of radio resources. This paper gives a
comprehensive introduction to these methods, reviews the most
important works, and highlights crucial open problems.
Index Terms—Distributed Machine Learning, Wireless Com-
munication, Over-the-Air Computation, Radio Resource Man-
agement.
I. Introduction
W ITH increasing popularity of mobile devices and thecontinuous growth of Internet of Things (IoT), we are
having increasing access to vast amounts of distributed data.
According to a recent report by Ericsson, the global number
of connected IoT devices will rise to 4.1 billion by 2024 [1],
which is four times the 1 billion observed in 2019. Simultane-
ously, breakthroughs in Machine Learning (ML) are allowing
us to take advantage of large data sets to solve a wide range
of complex problems, such as image recognition [2], language
processing [3], and predictive modeling [4]. However, because
ML has originally been conceived in centralized settings where
all data is available, the application of ML on distributed
datasets over wireless networks is generating new challenges.
The ML over wireless challenges stems from communi-
cation latency, bandwidth consumption, energy limitations,
privacy, and security. Even in data centers, it is often reported
that communication forms the bottleneck for Distributed Ma-
chine Learning (DML) [5]–[7], despite using high-speed wired
connections. In wireless communications, this communication
bottleneck of ML is particularly exacerbated, due to phenom-
ena such as path loss, interference, and fading [8]–[10]. In
addition, wireless transmission drains energy from devices that
are generally battery-powered, thus increasing the importance
of efficient communication. Besides communication-efficiency,
privacy and security are compromised by communicating user
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data to the server. A problem specific to ML over public
or shared networks is model poisoning where an adversary
deliberately communicates incorrectly labeled data to harm
model accuracy [11].
A first step to tackle the ML over wireless challenges
is the development of fundamentally new ML methods that
have a distributed nature. Given that ML algorithms are
the result of optimization problems, it is natural to exploit
distributed optimization. There is a rich history for distributed
optimization, whose first comprehensive formalization can be
traced back to [12]. Major advancements have been made in
the last two decades, including the rediscovery of distributed
stochastic gradient descent (DSGD) [13] and alternating direc-
tion method of multipliers (ADMM) [14], [15] methods. These
methods allow parallelization of processing among devices
communicating or coordinating over a network, significantly
speeding up training compared to transmitting all data to a
server for centralized processing. However, the communication
efficiency of these protocols was originally not the main
concern.
A second step to address the ML over wireless challenges is
the recent development of communication-efficient distributed
optimization and ML protocols. Specifically, communication
efficient distributed dual coordinate ascent (CoCoA) [16] has
been popularized for a large class of supervised learning
problems, and Federated Learning (FL) [17] for DML. How-
ever, these methods observe a-posteriori the effects of wireless
communications on the performance of the ML tasks, and do
not include by design or a-priori the wireless communication
characteristics in the ML algorithm design. Ultimately, despite
these developments for communication-efficiency, wireless
communication still acts as the bottleneck for training [8], [18],
[19], motivating the need for further work in this direction.
Recently, a third approach to address the ML over wireless
challenges has emerged. This approach guides communication
protocol design rather than modifying the learning algo-
rithm, creating customized wireless solutions for carrying data
needed for the ML tasks. Unlike traditional wireless protocol
design, the objective of communication for ML is not to deliver
bits as efficiently as possible, but to distill the intelligence car-
ried within the data. The traditional communication protocols
that are designed to maximize data rate and minimize bit errors
have been shown to be greatly inefficient for carrying ML
related data [20]–[23]. Instead, wireless for ML offers new
methods that are better aligned with the ML objective and
invites us to rethink how wireless communication protocols
are designed.
The idea of wireless protocols customized for ML, although
not yet available in the current cellular wireless standards, is
compatible with the current standard specifications. The new
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Fig. 1. Classification of Wireless for ML and related fields. Communication-
efficient DML and wireless for ML are concerned with the same problem,
which is distributed training of an ML model. In ML for wireless, ML is
instead employed to construct general-purpose communication protocols.
cellular standard 5G has introduced the concept of network
slicing to improve flexibility and scalability [24]. Network
slicing allows independent sets of network protocols to run
on common physical infrastructure, to support services with
conflicting requirements. As an example, video streaming
requires high data rates, while IoT usually requires low data
rates. As of today, these services cannot be supported using
the same protocols, but with network slicing, they can be
implemented on the same physical infrastructure [25]. Going
beyond 5G, the demand for ML services is projected to
grow significantly and discussions have begun on a dedicated
network slice for ML in future-generation cellular networks
such as beyond-5G and 6G [26], [27]. Given this possibility,
the investigation of wireless for ML becomes relevant not
only for local-area networks but also for large-scale cellular
networks.
This paper is arguably the first paper to present a survey of
the wireless for ML state-of-the-art, to discuss the strengths
and weaknesses, and to present important open research ques-
tions.
A. Related Work
Although the general intersection of ML and wireless com-
munications is currently at the center of high interest and
has already generated multiple surveys, there is no survey on
wireless for ML yet. These surveys can roughly be classified
into two categories: ML for wireless communications and
communication-efficient DML, see Table I. These categories
are classified in Fig. 1.
ML for wireless communications uses ML as a method to
design wireless communication protocols for general com-
munication services. Therefore, its goal is the same as in
traditional wireless communications, i.e., efficient and reliable
transfer of data. In contrast, wireless for ML uses wireless
communication protocols as a method to enable or signif-
icantly improve ML over wireless networks. The goal is
efficient training of an ML model with data distributed on
devices in a wireless network.
Communication-efficient DML has the same goal as wire-
less for ML but uses completely different methods. Instead
of customizing the wireless protocols, advancements are gen-
erally made by modifying or redesigning the ML algorithm.
This category is highly relevant for wireless for ML because
algorithmic advancements in ML can be combined with cus-
tomized communication protocols.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the relationship between wireless for ML and related
fields. ML for wireless uses ML to develop new wireless protocols for general
communication services. Communication-efficient DML is concerned with the
development of new DML algorithms to reduce communication costs. Wireless
for ML is a new philosophy in which wireless communication protocols
are customized or developed to support DML. Finally, ML and wireless co-
design jointly designs wireless methods and DML algorithms in an attempt to
find global optimality. Several survey papers exist on communication-efficient
DML and ML for wireless, but none on wireless for ML.
Apart from these three categories, a few researchers have
begun working on jointly designing wireless protocols and
learning algorithms instead of treating them in isolation [28],
[29]. However, this field is an infant stage and it is still too
early to write an overview. The relationship between ML for
wireless communications, communication-efficient DML, and
wireless for ML is illustrated in Fig. 2.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no review article writ-
ten on the topic of wireless for ML. In this survey, we attempt
to both give an introduction to and review the most promising
work in this emerging area. Since this is an important topic
both for the communication and ML community, a focused
survey is timely and relevant and can be of major help to the
researchers entering this growing field.
B. Problem Formulation and Notation
All the papers that we survey are essentially concerned
with the solution to a basic problem, namely the training
of a classifier over a wireless communication network con-
strained by the natural characteristics of the wireless channel.
Throughout this paper, we assume a centralized architecture
where there is a central controller or parameter server (PS)
able to make decisions such as user selection, bandwidth
allocation, and aggregation frequency control. Such an archi-
tecture is representative of most of the wireless networks used
today, from large scale mobile to personal area networks. The
communication channel is wireless unless specified otherwise
and is thus subject to fading, additive noise, and bandwidth
restrictions. The training dataset is always carried by user
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Summary of related survey and overview papers written on the intersection of wireless networks and ML. These papers cover several important fields
within such intersections but despite significant progress in the field, there is no survey on wireless protocol design for DML. Our survey is arguably the
first attempt to address this gap.
Year Journal Paper Main Contribution Category
2017 China
Communications
[30] Reviews the use of deep learning as a tool for
wireless physical layer design. This is the reverse of
what we cover in this paper where wireless protocol
design is used as a tool to help ML.
ML for wireless communications
2017 IEEE
Communication
Surveys and
Tutorials
[31] Reviews ML-based methods for constructing wire-
less networks. Comprehensive review of every layer
in the OSI model. Includes methods such as error
correction, modulation, radio resource allocation,
routing optimization, and traffic identification.
ML for wireless communications
2020 IEEE
Communication
Surveys and
Tutorials
[32] Reviews the use of ML as a tool to address resource
management for IoT networks. This is the reverse
of what we cover in this paper where radio resource
management design is used as a tool to help ML.
ML for wireless communications
2018 Proceedings of
the IEEE
[18] Comprehensive survey of theoretical and technical
results in ML used to enable DML over the network
edge.
Communication-efficient DML
2019 Proceedings of
the IEEE
[33] Classifies the main network architectures of Edge AI
and discusses enabling technologies such as FL and
other ML algorithmic.
Communication-efficient DML
2019 Arxiv [34] Presents an introduction to Federated Learning for
5G networks and potential applications. Classifies
important challenges for training ML models over
wireless.
Communication-efficient DML
2020 IEEE Internet of
Things Journal
[35] Presents a research road-map to guide future ini-
tiatives in Edge AI. Contains some discussion on
wireless for ML.
Communication-efficient DML
2020 IEEE
Communication
Surveys and
Tutorials
[19] A broad survey of technologies for Edge AI in-
cluding: (1) potential applications for deep learning
on the edge, (2) deep learning inference, (3) edge
computing hardware overview, and (4) federated
learning.
Communication-efficient DML
2020 Arxiv [9] Comprehensive survey of technologies for
communication-efficient DML. Discusses ML
training algorithms, coding techniques, model
partitioning, and briefly mentions over-the-air
computation.
Communication-efficient DML
This paper Wireless for Machine Learning
devices and the training algorithms will always be chosen to
minimize a loss based on the global dataset. Unless specified
otherwise, the network consists of one PS, i.e., the base station
or the access point (AP), and K user nodes, e.g., IoT devices,
user equipments (UEs), or other wireless devices. The devices
are each carrying a subset of the global dataset Dk and the
PS carries no data. The global dataset consists of N training
samples and consists of the union of data carried by all user
devices. For communication, the properties considered will
vary depending on the protocol but the uplink hk and downlink
gk channel is of particular importance. Fig. 3 illustrates the
setup and a full list of notation is available in Table II.
C. Challenge and Motivation
A natural question to ask when new standards or protocols,
such as wireless protocols for ML, are proposed is why
the changes are necessary. There is a large start-up cost
involved with developing new standards, creating hardware
or software, and installing infrastructure. So unless there is
a strong argument for change, the start-up costs can often
overshadow the benefits. In the ML over networks scenario,
we already have powerful centralized machine learning (CML)
methods and impressive means of communicating information.
Why not just transmit raw data over pre-existing networks to
a server and train centrally?
Using both traditional communication and learning meth-
ods, classifier training happens in three stages. First, the
distributed data has to be transmitted to a server with high
computational resources. Depending on the distance to the
server for the data-generating devices, the communication
would happen either completely over the air (Edge Server)
or with a combination of wireless and wired communication
(Cloud Server). After the data set has been collected at the
server, the second stage begins which is to train a model,
such as a deep neural network, using centralized algorithms.
Finally, in the third stage, the trained model is communicated
to the devices interested in performing inference. Note that
these devices could be the same as the data-generating devices
as in the case of text prediction for smartphones or autonomous
driving.
As an illustrative example, we consider a scenario of
autonomous driving. At the moment, autonomous driving
4Parameter Server
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Parameter Server and wireless network setup used
throughout this survey. The problem is training a classifier model able to make
predictions on training datasets that are spread between multiple user devices.
Current wireless communication protocols substantially hinder or completely
block such training. The wireless for ML paradigm, which we survey in this
paper, is an approach to tackle such hinders and blockages.
TABLE II
Reference list of commonly used variables in this survey. Ordered
alphabetically and by case.
Variable Interpretation
B Bandwidth available to the learning system
E Number of epochs
K Number of user devices
N Number of datasamples in the global dataset
Nk Number of datasamples stored at device k
St Set of selected devices at iteration k
η Learning rate
∇ f (w) Gradient of function f evaluated at w
bk Ratio of total bandwidth allocated to device k
gk CSI in downlink direction from server to device k
hk CSI in uplink direction from device k to server
l(w) Loss function for parameter w
pk Uplink power allocated to device k
wt Global model parameters at iteration t
wtk Local model parameters for device k at iteration t
systems collect their training data by recording the behavior of
human drivers [36]. A typical system has 8 cameras mounted
on the car [37], generating about 1.8GB per second [38].
Given 1 hour of driving per day, that would generate 6.48
TB of data every day. Using a traditional communication
and ML approach, this data must be transferred to a cloud
server for processing. Given the enormity of this data, direct
transmission over cellular networks would likely lead to net-
work congestion, high energy consumption of the user devices,
or wireless interference, especially as these systems become
more widespread. Besides transmission costs, the storage and
processing at the server can be prohibitively expensive. Finally,
driver behavior is sensitive data that consumers might not want
to share with the server.
The illustrative scenario above shows us that the combi-
nation of traditional networking and CML leads to multiple
problems:
1) Computational burden: By using a DML approach,
many machines can work in parallel, scaling up computa-
tional capacity [39]. This is needed when model size and
training quantity becomes too large for a single machine.
As an example, AlexNet (one of the most popular image
classification models) consists of 60 million parameters
and 650,000 neurons [40]. These parameters and neurons
number are unlikely to be implemented over commercial
devices or low-cost devices such as in IoT.
2) Privacy: Most DML algorithms do not share the training
data with the PS but collaborate by sharing updates
to the ML model. Even though this form of training
does not guarantee complete privacy [41], it offers clear
improvement over sharing raw data and opens up for
differentially private DML algorithms [42], [43].
3) Communication-efficiency: The transmission of model
parameters opens up for multiple ways to improve com-
munication efficiency. The model parameter vector can
be heavily sparsified and quantified before transmission
without major losses to model accuracy [44], [45]. Also,
multiple other improvements to the DML algorithm can
be used to reduce the number of communication rounds
required for convergence [46]–[48].
Since wireless for ML only affects how data is being
transmitted and not what is being sent, it readily combines
with modern ideas from DML. In this article, we survey the
state-of-the-art wireless protocols that offer further improve-
ments beyond what can be achieved by only advancing DML
algorithms. These protocols can lead to reductions in latency,
bandwidth consumption, and energy consumption up to several
orders of magnitude, as we survey in detail in the following
sections.
D. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides a primer on DML and in particular FL. Section III
clarifies the concept of over-the-air computation by providing
an example design and discussing potential practical problems.
In Section IV and V, we survey the wireless for ML litera-
ture and discuss open problems for over-the-air computation
and orthogonal communications respectively. Finally, we have
concluding marks in Section VI. All relevant acronyms are
available in Table III.
II. Primer on Distributed Machine Learning
With the surge of the big data revolution, the volume of
data available for training and inference has increased dra-
matically [39]. One of the bottlenecks of recent ML methods
has become the handling of such large data. The challenges
of using large-scale datasets include the high computational
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Reference list of all acronyms used in this survey.
Acronym Phrase
AP Access Point
ARQ Automatic Repeat Request
BAA Broadband Analog Aggregation
CE Channel Estimation
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
CoCoA Communication efficient distributed dual Coordinate Ascent
CoMAC Computation over Multiple-Access Channels
CSI Channel State Information
DML Distributed Machine Learning
DSGD Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent
FD Federated Distillation
FedAvg Federated Averaging
FL Federated Learning
IID Independently and Identically Distributed
IoT Internet of Things
LTE Long Term Evolution
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
ML Machine Learning
MSE Mean Square Error
NOMA Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
PS Parameter Server
RRM Radio Resource Management
SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent
SISO Single Input Single Output
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SVM Support Vector Machine
UE User Equipment
power, the high convergence time to obtain sufficient training
and test accuracy, the memory shortage, and the privacy of
handling data from different devices. Recently, DML has
been proposed as a means to overcome these challenges.
Differently from CML, DML works over a dataset distributed
among many devices, and optionally performs even distributed
training.
In DML methods, the training can be distributed entirely
between the devices, which represents the decentralized ar-
chitecture; or it can be done jointly by a central PS and
the devices, which represents the centralized architecture. In
this paper, we focus on the centralized architecture within
DML because it provides strong guarantees in terms of com-
munication bandwidth, latency, parameter update frequency,
and desired fault tolerance [49]. Fig. 4 shows the centralized
architecture, in which the K devices communicate only with
the PS, which has higher computational power than the other
devices and is not necessarily represented by a single server
(see [49, Section 7] for other PS infrastructures). Notice that
the centralized architecture with PS is similar to the operation
of current cellular networks, Wi-Fi, and IoT networks with
a central controller, which could be an app, router, or an
IoT device. In DML, the training goal is global, i.e, all the
participating devices have a common goal.
The purpose of this section is to introduce the basic concepts
in DML, which we will use, and will refer to, often in the rest
of the paper, especially for what concerns the mathematical
Device 1 Device 2 Device 3 Device K-1 Device K
Parameter 
Server
Fig. 4. Centralized architecture of training on DML, in which K devices and
the PS collaborate towards the common training goal.
concepts of ML and their relation to wireless communication
protocols. In the following, we discuss the goal of CML meth-
ods before specifically explaining the goal of DML methods,
and then we introduce FL methods.
A. Problem Formulation in ML and DML
We discuss herein the general ML problem of supervised
learning, i.e., the problem of labeling unseen data based on
information from a set of labeled training data [50]. The
common learning goal is to represent a prediction function
h : X → Y from an input space X to an output space Y
such that, given x ∈ X, the value h(x) offers an accurate
prediction about the true output y ∈ Y. Hence, the prediction
function h should minimize a risk measure over an adequately
selected family of prediction functions, termed H . Instead of
optimizing over a generic family of prediction functions, it
is commonly assumed that the prediction function h has a
fixed form and is parameterized by a real vector w ∈ Rd with
dimension d. Then, for some h(·; ·) : Rdx × Rd → Rdy , the
family of prediction functions is H , {h(·; w) : w ∈ Rd},
where dx and dy are the dimensions of x and y, respectively.
To meet the common learning goal, it is necessary to obtain
the prediction function in the family H that minimizes the
losses due to inaccurate predictions. To this end, we assume a
given loss function l : Rdy × Rdy → R that given an input-
output pair (x, y), yields the loss l(h(x; w), y) [50]. Notice
that h(x; w) and y represent the predicted and true outputs,
respectively. The parameter w is chosen such that the expected
loss incurred from any input-output pair is minimized. The loss
functions l(·; w) can be either convex on w, such as when used
for linear regression or binary classification (linear support
vector machine (SVM)), or nonconvex, such as when used
for image classification using neural networks with several
layers. Let us assume that the losses are measured with respect
to a probability distribution Pr(x, y) in the input-output space
Rdx × Rdy , i.e., Pr : Rdx × Rdy → [0, 1]. Then, the objective
function we want to minimize is
R(w) =
∫
Rdx×Rdy
l(h(x; w), y)d Pr(x, y) = E[l(h(x; w), y)], (1)
in which R : Rd → R is the expected risk given a parameter
vector w with respect to the probability distribution Pr(x, y).
6The minimum expected risk, denoted by is also known as the
test or generalization error. Therefore, the common learning
goal in ML can be understood as the minimization of the test
error [51].
To minimize the expected risk in Eq. (1), it is necessary to
have complete information about the probability distribution
Pr(x, y) of the input-output pair. However, such minimization
is not possible in most situations because complete information
of Pr(x, y) is not available. Due to this reason, the practical
learning goal becomes the minimization of an estimation of the
expected risk R. To this end, we assume that there are N ∈ N
independently drawn input-output samples {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 ⊆ Rdx ×
Rdy , and we define the empirical risk function RN : Rd → R
as
RN(w) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
l(h(xi; w), yi). (2)
With the empirical risk, the optimization problem is as follows:
minimize
w
1
N
N∑
i=1
l(h(xi; w), yi), (3)
in which the minimization of RN is the practical optimization
problem that needs to be solved when performing supervised
learning. The minimum empirical risk is also known as the
training error and can be understood as an estimation of the
test error [51].
To solve optimization problem (3), several optimization
algorithms have been proposed using stochastic optimization
methods, such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD), with or
without the use of data partition in batches [50]. A general
SGD method solves iteratively optimization problem (3), with
iterations given by
wt+1 ← wt − η
n∑
it=1
∇ fit (wt),∀t ∈ N (4)
where w1 ∈ Rd, η is the learning rate, and fi(w) is the
composition of the loss function l and h evaluated at sample
i. The sum in (4) may represent pure SGD, batch gradient
descent, or a joint approach with minibatch SGD [50]. For
n = 1, Eq. (4) is generally called model update and represents
the pure SGD method, and the index it, which corresponds to
the seed ξ[it] of the sample pair (xit , yit ), is chosen randomly
from {1, . . . ,N}. For n = N, Eq. (4) represents the batch
gradient descent method, in which the gradient is evaluated for
all samples N and taken into account at each iteration t. For
1 < n < N, Eq. (4) represents the minibatch SGD method, in
which a set St ⊆ {1, . . . ,N} of cardinality n is chosen randomly
at each iteration it. The iterations are evaluated until it reaches
a minimizer of the empirical risk RN .
In practice, the training error is evaluated by solving opti-
mization problem (3) with N samples; whereas the test error
is evaluated by comparing the prediction function h(x j; w)
using unseen input x j ∈ X to predict unseen output y j ∈ Y.
Specifically to classification problems, the classification accu-
racy is the ratio between the number of correct predictions
and the number of incorrect predictions given by the learning
model. Throughout the paper, the learning performance of ML
algorithms is related to the training and test error. Specifically
to classification problems, we refer to the performance as
classification accuracy.
Differently from traditional ML methods, in DML the N
samples are either split or generated at the different K devices.
For simplicity, we assume throughout the paper that the
samples are generated at the K devices. Let us denote by
Dk the dataset owned by device k, Pk the set of indices of
samples at device k, and Nk = |Pk | as the cardinality of Pk.
With this splitting of the data across the devices, the empirical
risk function can be rewritten as
f (w) =
K∑
k=1
Nk
N
Fk(w) =
K∑
k=1
Nk
N
∑
i∈Pk
fi(w). (5)
When the dataset owned by the K devices are independent
and identically distributed (IID), then EDk [Fk(w)] = f (w),
where the expectation EDk [·] is taken over the dataset of
device k. If the dataset owned by the K devices are non-
IID, the loss function Fk(·) at device k could be an arbitrarily
bad approximation of the function f (·) [52], thus harming
the convergence. For both data distributions, the centralized
DML architecture needs to exchange the weights between the
K devices and the PS. Similar to traditional ML methods,
DML methods use many optimization techniques to minimize
the empirical risk in Eq. (5), such as DSGD [13], consensus
optimization [53], and the ADMM [14].
However, there are still many challenges to overcome for
both DML architectures and different optimization solvers.
Some of these challenges are the communication efficiency, the
systems and statistical heterogeneity, and the privacy loss [54],
[55]. The communication efficiency is related to the massive
number of messages that need to be exchanged between a
large number of devices, which may cause high latency and
increase the convergence time. The systems heterogeneity is
related to the different storage, computing, communication,
and number of samples each device can store; whereas the
statistical heterogeneity is related to the different distribution
of the data each device may have, which makes the sample
distribution among the devices non-IID. The privacy loss
happens when the devices have sensitive data that they do
not wish to expose to other devices and/or PS.
Various algorithms have been proposed to tackle some
of the challenges aforementioned, including the CoCoA and
CoCoA+ algorithms [16], [56] for communication efficiency.
Recently, FL has been proposed as a solution aimed at solving
all the challenges mentioned, thus differing from the other
DML methods discussed above.
B. Federated Learning
In FL methods, a common global model is trained with
the PS from a federation of devices but not necessarily all
the devices. The raw data at each device is kept locally and
used to compute a local model update towards the common
global goal. Instead of using local models to make predictions
on devices, FL brings the model training to the devices as
well [57].
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Fig. 5. Federated learning scenario with K devices and a PS. Only the federated devices participate in the learning at communication round t and not all K
devices, represented by the solid and dotted lines, respectively.
The number of participating devices are typically large and
have slow or unstable connections (communication efficiency),
the devices do not want to share the raw data with the
PS or other devices (privacy), are heterogeneous in the data
(statistical heterogeneity), and in the computation capabilities
(systems heterogeneity). Figure 5 shows a scenario in which K
devices and the PS use FL methods to minimize the empirical
risk. Notice that only the federated devices that belong to the
set St participate in the learning at communication round t
and not all K devices, represented by the solid and dotted
lines in Fig. 5, respectively. Moreover, the raw data stays at
the devices and only the local updates are communicated to
the PS. The devices participating in the training minimize the
local function Fk and send to the PS the local model updates
wtk that minimizes the local functions at communication round
t. Then, the PS aggregates the weights with proper scaling and
broadcasts to all the devices K the global model update wt+1.
The first FL method proposed was federated averaging
(FedAvg) [17, Algorithm 1]. With FedAvg, the PS randomly
selects a fraction C of the K devices to participate in the
training at global iteration t, i.e., the set St has cardinality
max(dCKe , 1). Each device k ∈ St minimizes the local
function Fk by computing the gradient ∇Fk(wt) and iterating
E epochs applying the updates as
wtk(i + 1)← wtk(i) − η∇Fk(wt),∀i = 1, . . . , E. (6)
Notice that the gradient ∇Fk(wt) can be obtained using SGD
with different batch sizes. After E epochs, device k sends wtk
to the PS, which aggregates the weights of the participating
devices at iteration t using the updates as
wt+1 ←
∑
k∈St
Nk
N
wtk. (7)
Then, the PS sends the updated global model wt+1 to all
devices, and the iterative process between devices and PS
continues until global convergence is achieved, at which
wt+1 = w∗. To measure the rate of convergence, we use
f (wt+1) − f (w∗), (8)
which is a decreasing function in t. For FL, there is no
closed-form expression for this convergence rate, so model
performance cannot be predicted before training. However,
for certain scenarios there are theoretical guarantees by upper
bounding the convergence rate [22].
Since FedAvg was proposed in [17], many other FL methods
have been proposed and investigated for many scenarios,
including sparse and/or quantized FL, privacy FL using differ-
ential privacy, fair FL, and wireless communications. For an
in-depth overview of recent FL methods and applications, we
refer the reader to [34], [54], [58]–[60].
C. Summary
DML methods overcome some challenges from traditional
ML methods, and similarly, FL methods overcome some
challenges from DML methods. Recently, FL has been in-
vestigated due to its robustness to a massive number of users,
privacy-preserving properties, and both statistical and device
heterogeneity. In the following sections, we discuss several
challenges that DML and FL still need to overcome when
applied to wireless for ML.
III. Primer on Computation over Multiple Access Channels
A prominent theme in the wireless for ML literature is the
use of a wireless method called either over-the-air computation
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Fig. 6. Illustration of communication efficiency for over-the-air computation. Since over-the-air computation allows complete bandwidth sharing for every
device in the network, the communication cost is reduced by a factor K, the number of user devices. In this figure, over-the-air computation is used to transmit
a sum of messages using K times less latency (green vertical bar) or bandwidth (yellow horizontal bar).
or computation over multiple-access channels (CoMAC) [61].
To appreciate some of the works in this survey, the inner
workings of this method must be understood, especially the
treatment of channel fading. To give the proper background,
we dedicate this section to explain the basics of CoMAC.
Unlike most traditional communication protocols that em-
ploy orthogonal resource allocation to avoid interference (e.g.,
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)),
over-the-air computation is actively promoting interference.
Multiple users are allocated the same time and frequency
resources, causing their signals to interfere. The signal su-
perposition property is then leveraged to calculate functions
of the individual signals over-the-air [62]. CoMAC addresses
applications when the receiver does not need the individual
messages, but only some function of them, for example their
sum or average.
As CoMAC does not allocate orthogonal radio resources, it
could be mistaken for the recently proposed non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) schemes. However, unlike CoMAC,
NOMA needs to enable the reconstruction of the individual
messages, and thus employs successive interference cancel-
lation to eliminate interfering signals. This cancellation is
possible only by introducing diversity in either the power or
code domain [63], [64].
Since CoMAC does not allocate orthogonal resources or
introduce additional diversity, the spectrum efficiency grows
linearly with the number of devices in the network [65].
Consider the network setup from earlier in Fig. 3 and that the
server wants to calculate a sum of K messages wk carried by
the user devices. Assuming that the channel is static and iden-
tical over the available bandwidth B, over-the-air computation
would require K times less resources. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
the protocol designer can choose to crystallize this resource
efficiency to reduce latency and/or bandwidth consumption.
A. Power Modulation Example
CoMAC requires modulation and coding that allows a sum
to be calculated over-the-air. All CoMAC solutions for DML
achieve this via power modulation. To clarify how this works,
a simple power modulation example will now be covered in
detail. In this example, the desired function is a sum of real-
valued messages generated at K mobile devices, which all have
a direct connection to the server via a shared wireless channel.
If all devices transmit power-modulated signals simultaneously
and coherently, the server will receive a linear combination
of these signals due to the additive nature of simultaneously
arriving electromagnetic waves. Denote the signal transmitted
by device k to be wk and let the channel from device k to the
server be hk. Then, the received signal r at the server is
r =
K∑
k=1
hkwk + v , (9)
where v is a noise term. Here we assume that the antenna of
the PS does not saturate. Given this weighted sum, the server
cannot reconstruct the desired function
∑K
k=1 wk. A possible
solution is to let the user devices invert their channel. So
instead of transmitting wk directly, they transmit zk = wk/hk.
This way, the server would receive
r =
K∑
k=1
hkzk + v =
K∑
k=1
wk + v . (10)
Except for the noise term, this corresponds to the desired func-
tion. To reduce the noise, construction of channel codes for
CoMAC schemes is one possibility [66], or the transmission
could be repeated [65]. If repetition is chosen, the arithmetic
mean of multiple copies of r cause the desired sum to
constructively interfere while the noise interferes destructively.
To make CoMAC based on power modulation work in
practice, two crucial issues must be resolved.
91) Channel State Information: To invert the channel in
Eq. (10), the user device needs the channel state information
(CSI) of hk, which cannot be estimated at the device. A naive
solution would be to let the server estimate hk by having the
mobile devices transmit individual preamble signals in the
uplink direction, and then feedback the CSI to the mobile
devices. However, the transmission of these preambles would
require orthogonal radio resource allocation of the uplink
signals, negating the benefits of over-the-air computation.
A solution to the CSI acquisition problem is presented in
the CompAir protocol using channel reciprocity [65], in which
the underlying claim is that forward and reverse channels are
always the same up to a constant multiplier due to differences
in hardware between the transmit and receive chains. By
introducing a calibration stage in which the up and downlink
channel is measured for each sensor device k, this constant
multiplier can be found as Ck = hk(0)/gk(0), where hk(0)
and gk(0) are the uplink and downlink channel at time 0,
respectively. Since the multiplier remains constant, subsequent
communication rounds can calculate the uplink channel using
the downlink CSI measured with the broadcast from the server
as hk(t) = Ckgk(t). However, this solution was only tested
for stationary nodes. For more challenging scenarios, other
solutions have been proposed [67]–[69].
2) Synchronization: A second problem arises from an in-
herent assumption in Eq. (10), that the transmitted signals
arrive simultaneously at the server. Even small synchronization
errors can lead to major losses because the sum is calculated
with an analog signal. Synchronization would be required at a
symbol-level, which may be hard, if not impossible to achieve
using traditional solutions. To overcome such a problem,
multiple novel approaches have been proposed, for instance:
dedicated hardware that transmits sinusoidal tones [70], longer
transmission blocks to reduce the synchronization require-
ment [71], or the ”timing advance” functionality of LTE
networks [72]. So far these solutions have not been tested
in large-scale scenarios.
B. Summary
Compared to orthogonal communication, CoMAC achieves
substantial gains in performance by leveraging the additive
property of the wireless channel to compute functions of
signals transmitted by mobile devices. The main drawback
of the method is that the individual messages cannot be
reconstructed at the receiver, which limits the application to
scenarios where a function of the messages is sufficient. In
the preceding paragraphs, we have given a simple example of
CoMAC that serves as an introduction to the technology.
IV. CoMAC for Machine Learning
By taking a closer look at the communication performed
in FL, it is clear that the individual weight vectors are never
used to compute the update at the PS, only a sum of weights
are required, as seen in Eq. (7). This sum can be directly
computed over the air instead of separately transmitting each
weight vector and then averaging at the PS. Several research
works have proposed CoMAC schemes for DML and their
effects on learning performance have been quantified under
various circumstances. A comprehensive list of such papers
can be seen in Table IV.
As illustrated in the CoMAC example from Section III-A,
non-uniform fading across the network is a major hinder for
CoMAC. We have presented a power modulation solution
based on channel reciprocity and inversion, which is the stan-
dard method for single input single output (SISO) networks.
For multiple input multiple output (MIMO) networks, alterna-
tive solutions are proposed and CSI acquisition becomes even
more important. With this in mind, our survey is separated
between SISO and MIMO. A comprehensive list of papers on
CoMAC for Machine Learning is given in Table IV.
A. SISO
1) Broadband Analog Aggregation: The first paper to sug-
gest CoMAC as multiple access for FL appears to be [84].
This paper gives a short case study that compares the la-
tency of orthogonal transmission with CoMAC under identical
conditions. The case study displays a significant reduction in
latency, ranging from one to three orders of magnitude, with
minor sacrifices in terms of classification accuracy. Later on,
a fully-fledged scheme called broadband analog aggregation
(BAA) was presented in [20], which specifies that the fading
effect is canceled via channel inversion.
An important contribution in [20] is the formulation of a
communication-learning trade-off that affects most CoMAC-
based ML systems, as Fig. 7 illustrates qualitatively. In
CoMAC, signal powers are aligned at the receiver through
channel inversion, making signal to noise ratio (SNR) deter-
mined by the device with the worst channel. By excluding
devices with poor channels, the overall SNR is improved.
The trade-off is that the exclusion of devices also reduces
data quantity, which is a determinant of learning convergence.
Therefore, a balance must be struck between communication
SNR and learning convergence.
2) Gradient Sparsification: Even though the BAA scheme
significantly reduces the communication load for FL, it does
not consider improvements in terms of the ML algorithm.
The next paper we survey utilizes gradient sparsification to
further reduce the communication cost. However, since FL
communicates weights rather than gradients, see Eq. (7), it is
not completely intuitive how it integrates with FL. In [75] they
propose to send ∇Fk(wt) to the server at every local epoch,
using over-the-air computation. Thus the global ∇F(wt) =
1/K
∑
k∈S t ∇Fk(wt) is computed over-the-air. After E epochs,
the PS performs the update as
wt+1 ← wt + 1
E
E∑
t=1
∇F(wt). (11)
Gradient sparsification is based on the observation that up
to 99.9% of the gradient exchange in DSGD is redundant.
Therefore a majority of the gradient can be ignored with
minimal reductions to learning accuracy [85]. Instead of
transmitting the full gradient in every iteration, only the most
relevant weight updates are communicated and the rest remain
in the user device. By combining gradient sparsification and
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TABLE IV
Summary of Computation over Multiple Access Channels (CoMAC) for the ML literature. The papers are ordered according to when they are covered in
the survey.
Antenna Model Learning Modality Reference Topic
SISO Broadband Analog
Aggregation
[20] FL using CoMAC over a broadband channel with truncated channel inversion
to handle fading.
Gradient Sparsification
[73] Sparsification of gradients combined with error accumulation to compress
before transmitting.
[74] Extension of [73] to consider fading channels, uses truncated channel inversion.
[75] Performance comparison of [74] scheme compared with sequential digital
transmission and BAA.
Federated Distillation [76] Trains by communicating model outputs instead of model parameters. Over-
the-air computation is used to combine logit vectors for each class.
Training with Noisy
Gradients
[77] Proposal of gradient-based multiple-access scheme that does not cancel the
fading effect but operates directly with noisy gradients.
[78] Analysis of convergence rate for gradient-based multiple-access.
Data Sharing [79] DSGD training using combined gradients. Introduces data redundancy to
combat non-IID. data.
Digital Aggregation [80] First digital over-the-air computation method using one-bit quantization of
gradients.
Analog ADMM [28] Second-order training algorithm with CoMAC communication.
MIMO
Blind Learning [81] DSGD training using combined gradients transmitted via receive beamformingto enable blind MIMO transmission.
Cell-free massive MIMO [82] FL in a Cell-free massive MIMO framework with CSI estimation using CoMAC
pilot transmission.
Beamforming and User
Selection co-design
[83] Optimal user scheduling based on tradeoff between maximizing participation
and limiting distortion from aggregation error.
Device inclusion
Receive SNR
Data quantity
Learning rate
Fig. 7. Qualitative plot illustrating the Communication-Learning tradeoff
from [20]. The channel-inversion policy will set SNR to be the same for all
devices. By excluding devices with the highest fading, overall SNR will go up.
However, fewer participating devices leads to lower data quantity, reducing
convergence rate.
CoMAC, fewer bits are transmitted in each round and less
communication resource is consumed to transmit each bit.
The original paper combining sparsification and
CoMAC [73] considers a simplistic channel model without
fading. It is extended in [74], where the CoMAC solution is
similar to what was proposed for BAA [20], with a truncated
channel inversion approach. Finally, in [75] an experimental
comparison of three different FL approaches (orthogonal
transmission, BAA, and gradient sparsification with CoMAC)
is conducted. The study is on training an MNIST classifier, it
assumes a limited transmission budget in terms of time slots,
and compares the final test accuracy after the transmission
budget is out. The results reveal that both CoMAC approaches
outperform orthogonal communication with up to 40% better
classification accuracy. The study also indicates that the
inclusion of gradient sparsification has substantial benefits,
with up to 10% classification accuracy over BAA.
3) Federated Distillation: As explained in Section II,
FL achieves consensus by sharing information about locally
trained model parameters with the PS. These model parameters
or gradients can become enormous when considering deep
neural networks with millions of neurons, such as the VGG
models that consist of d=130-140 million neurons [86]. With
this in mind, there have been attempts to develop an alternative
to FL called federated distillation (FD). In FD, model outputs
are communicated instead of weights [87]. In other words wtk
from Eq. (7) is replaced with an average model output, thus
communicating a Rdy vector instead of an Rd vector. Often
classification problems have less than dy ≤ 100 labels but
millions of parameters d, causing a reduction in the number of
transmitted bits by many orders of magnitude. By using these
model outputs instead of gradients it is possible to perform
a different update on the PS using a procedure known as
knowledge distillation [88].
In [76] FD is combined with CoMAC. First, each device
combines the model outputs over multiple training samples,
generating one value for each label. Then, for each label,
a global average is calculated over-the-air. This can lead
to massive reductions in communication cost but unlike the
gradient sparsification schemes, FD does have a noticeable
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IID dataset Non-IID dataset
Fig. 8. Illustration of IID vs. non-IID for MNIST dataset. Non-IID data
distribution is common when data is generated by user devices, making the
DML problem harder.
drop in classification accuracy. The numerical study conducted
in [76] suggests it can be between 1-20% lower than FL.
4) Training with Noisy Gradients: Unlike all papers we
have surveyed so far, which used channel inversion to invert
the fading effect, see Eq.( 10), the authors of [77] suggest
CoMAC without treating fading. Since fading is not inverted,
the received gradient average ∇F(wt) at the PS represents
a noisy and distorted version of the transmitted gradients.
This distorted average is then used to perform the FL update
directly. The important contribution of this paper is an upper
bound on the FL loss given the distorted and noisy gradient.
An extended convergence analysis is given in [78] containing
simulation results based on the Million Song Dataset [89].
The results reveal improvement in terms of estimation error
compared to DSGD with orthogonal communications.
5) Data Sharing: As a consequence of generating data in
a distributed fashion, local data distributions at each device
can be skewed in comparison to the global dataset. Consider
the classic scenario of digit recognition. In the global MNIST
dataset, we would have 10% representation of each digit 0-
9 [90]. If the label distribution of the local datasets does not
match the global one, the distribution is non-iid, see Fig. 8.
This distinction is important because it has a massive effect
on model performance, and it has been shown that non-IID
data distributions can harm FL accuracy by up to 55% [91].
In realistic FL scenarios, we expect distributions to be
non-IID. For instance, an environmental monitoring device
will have a different distribution depending on location, text
prediction algorithms depend on user behavior, and body
sensor systems depend on the physiology of the host. To
combat this, [79] introduces a data sharing phase into CoMAC
for Machine Learning, where each user device share their
dataset with a small number of neighbors before training
begins. Their numerical study considers highly non-IID data
distributions where each device only carries samples of one
digit. They show that classification accuracy goes from 72%
to 82% by having each user device share its dataset with just
one neighbor.
6) Analog ADMM: Optimization and ML algorithms are
often classified based on the highest order of derivatives that
must be computed. First-order methods are the most common
in ML, which means that only a first-order derivative is calcu-
lated. The number of operations required to calculate a first-
order derivative scales linearly with the number of parameters,
while second-order derivatives scale quadratically. Although
second-order methods are slower to calculate, the additional
information from the second-order derivative accelerates the
convergence per iteration.
Generally, CML is done with first-order methods since the
total computational time is usually lower, despite the larger
number of iterations. However, this does not consider the
communication cost. In FL, the communication cost scales
with the number of iterations, making second-order methods
more appealing. In [28], a second-order learning framework
with CoMAC is proposed, based on ADMM [14].
Besides being the first paper to propose a second-order
method for FL with CoMAC, [28] also finds that ADMM
presents a convenient way to deal with channel fading. As
explained in section IV-A1, channel inversion based solution
has to exclude devices with weak channels. This new method
avoids this issue. Specifically, instead of channel inversion, the
structure of the global model update can be utilized, which
looks like
wi+1 =
1∑K
k=1 |hk |2
K∑
k=1
(
|hk |2wi+1k + hkλik/ρ
)
, (12)
where λik is the dual variable, i is the iteration counter,
and ρ is the penalty parameter from ADMM (see chapter
2.3 of [14] for a reference). Unlike in gradient descent,
the average model update is no longer required but instead∑K
k=1
(
|hk |2wi+1k + hkλik/ρ
)
, which can be computed over-the-air
by having the user devices transmit hkwi+1k + λ
i
k/ρ.
7) Digital Aggregation: Contemporary wireless
transceivers are almost exclusively based on digital
communication, which means that analog CoMAC schemes
require customized hardware. A possible solution for over
the air aggregation with digital transmissions is proposed
in [80]. The proposed protocol is based on SignSGD [92]
that uses single-bit compression of gradient descent updates.
Specifically, each element of the user device’s gradient
vector ∇FK(wt) takes one of the two values (1 or -1). Using
the gradient vectors of all devices, the server performs an
element-wise majority vote to determine the update.
The digital CoMAC protocol from [80] represents signSGD
gradients using one of the two Binary Phase-Shift Keying
(BPSK) symbols. Because the two BPSK waveforms are
inverted from another, the wireless superposition will correctly
represent the addition of +1 and -1. In other words, the sum
of a +1 BPSK waveform and a -1 BPSK waveform will
be zero, given that their amplitude is identical. To assure
identical amplitudes, truncated channel inversion (see Eq. (10))
is implemented using uplink power control [93].
The performance of one-bit digital CoMAC is compared
to BAA [20] by training a classifier for MNIST. The results
suggest that the classification accuracy of digital CoMAC is
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nearly identical to BAA, with less than 1% loss of accuracy.
This result indicates that CoMAC could potentially be im-
plemented in cellular networks without requiring significant
change in the hardware.
B. MIMO
1) Blind Learning: In [94], the concept of blind CoMAC
is introduced, where CoMAC is used without any direct CSI.
Consider a network with M > 1 antennas at the PS and K > 1
single-antenna sensor devices. As it is shown in [94], given
that there is some statistical knowledge of the channel such
that it is Rayleigh, the channel estimation error approaches
zero as MK −→ ∞. Since CSI acquisition is a large issue for
CoMAC, blind transmission is an appealing solution.
In the previous section, we highlighted [74] that introduces
gradient sparsification to CoMAC for Machine Learning. In
[81], this scheme is extended to consider blind learning. The
main contribution of this work is to propose a CoMAC-based
FL technique that requires no CSI. Numerical experiments
provide insights into how the number of antennas affect
learning accuracy. The results show that for M = 2K2, the
accuracy nearly matches a non-fading channel. For a lower
number of antennas M = 2K the accuracy drop compared to
the non-fading channel is about 5%.
2) Cell-free Massive MIMO: Recently, a new architecture
for multi-user MIMO, called cell-free massive MIMO, has
emerged. In cell-free massive MIMO, a large number of APs
collaboratively serve users over the same time/frequency re-
sources [95]. All APs collaborate through a backhaul network,
enabling fine synchronization that can be used for conjugate
beamforming on the downlink and matched filtering on the
uplink. The main advantage of the cell-free architecture is
the broad coverage due to the high number of APs. This is
especially important for FL since the communication quality
of CoMAC for Machine Learning is determined by the device
with the worst channel, as explained in Fig. 7.
In [82], a comprehensive scheme combining cell-free mas-
sive MIMO and FL was proposed. The FL process is divided
into four steps, starting with CSI acquisition and ending in
global model aggregation at the centralized PS. Unlike the
previous subsection, the proposed scheme does not utilize
blind transmission but it is able to estimate the channel using
non-orthogonal transmission. By making all sensor devices
transmit their pilot sequence simultaneously over the same
bandwidth, the channels can be estimated using multiple
measurements received by the large number of APs. Numerical
results show that cell-free massive MIMO reduces training
time by up to 33% when compared to massive MIMO with
collocated antennas.
3) Beamforming and User Selection co-design: Due to the
communication-learning tradeoff, see Fig. 7, user selection
should be made to strike a balance between receive SNR and
data quantity. The solution to this problem in the SISO case
was to set a fading threshold based on a power constraint
and only include users below that threshold. By introducing
multiple antennas at the AP, [83] instead proposes receive
beamforming to minimize the aggregation error. The aggre-
gation error is expressed as a mean squared error (MSE)
constraint between the true gradient mean and the received
mean. Using this constraint, the authors set up a mixed com-
binatorial optimization problem to maximize user selection
without excessive aggregation error.
C. Open Problems
The preceding review of CoMAC for ML has conveyed
fundamentally new ways to think about wireless protocol
design and how that can offer major benefits for DML. The
CoMAC literature provides some interesting ideas, but there
are several issues that must be resolved to move forward. In
the following subsections, we have highlighted some important
and interesting problems.
1) CoMAC Implementation in Standard Networks: The cur-
rent literature on CoMAC communication relies on protocols
that could only be realized on customized hardware [96].
As an example, [97] describes a custom transceiver chain
where digital modulation is replaced by analog and introduces
a module to perform channel-inverting power control. Since
almost all contemporary wireless chipsets are designed for
digital transmission, large-scale implementation of CoMAC is
difficult. An important first step towards digital CoMAC is
taken in [80], utilizing one-bit gradient information, but the
scheme relies on a specific setup of single-bit quantization
and BPSK modulation. More research is needed to evaluate
digital CoMAC for other methods, such as ADMM, gradient
sparsification, or blind transmission.
2) Channel State Information: As we have seen in Sec-
tion III-A and [67], [94], CSI acquisition is a critical problem
in over-the-air computation and multiple solutions have been
devised to solve the issue. However, there are still several
open questions related to channel estimation (CE) that remain
unaddressed. The papers at the state-of-the-art have either
assumed perfect CSI, or in the case of MIMO removed the
need for CSI through blind transmission. In reality, CE is never
perfect and as a result, channel-inversion will distort the sum.
Instead of the perfect CE as in Eq. (10), the received vector
will be
y =
K∑
k=1
hkzk + v =
K∑
k=1
wkhk
hˆk
+ v, (13)
where the estimated channels hˆk do not cancel out hk. To un-
derstand the effect of imperfect CSI on learning, this needs to
be studied. As explained in Section III, CSI acquisition is more
expensive for over-the-air computation than for orthogonal
communication. Therefore, the CE cost has to be considered
when comparing the performance of these schemes.
3) Analog Transmission for Machine Learning: Since
transmission with CoMAC is analog, there is no way to
guarantee perfect reconstruction of the average gradient at the
PS. It is reasonable to always expect some numerical errors
at the receiver resulting either from synchronization errors,
channel estimation, or background noise/interference. Apart
from [78], which operates directly on the noisy gradient, there
has been no theoretical analysis of how the DML convergence
is affected by this noise. Having a better understanding of the
effect is critical to design efficient noise reduction techniques,
for example, building on the retransmission scheme in [65].
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4) Security: A fundamental consequence of CoMAC,
which has received little attention, is that it is impossible to see
who is transmitting gradients. This can be seen as a blessing
or a curse. The upside is that user privacy is guaranteed,
stopping the potential for model inversion at the PS [98].
The downside is that it opens up for potential adversaries.
As the PS is only receiving an average of all transmissions, it
is easy for an adversary to send a malicious gradient to harm
training. This process is known as model poisoning and has
received some attention from the FL community [99]–[101].
However, the defense strategies proposed in this community
depend on detecting anomalies in individual gradients, which
is impossible for CoMAC. There is a need to find new
strategies against model poisoning without seeing individual
gradients. There is an idea briefly mentioned in [102] where
all legitimate devices are assigned a common secret spreading
code. Consequently, the PS can exclude devices that are not
using the secret code. However, this scheme has not yet been
subjected to any extensive analysis.
V. Orthogonal ML-Driven Communications
The CoMAC systems discussed in the previous section
provide an attractive solution to the intelligence acquisition
problem. However, the technology is dependent on prerequi-
sites that can be difficult to realize in practical scenarios, such
as very stringent synchronization and customized hardware.
Due to the challenges with CoMAC, traditional orthogonal
communication still has to be considered as a basis for ML.
In this section, we have divided the orthogonal ML literature
into two categories: importance-aware communication; and
radio resource management (RRM) for FL. The first category
considers prioritization schemes that select users based on how
valuable their training data is to the ML model. The second
category tries to optimize RRM algorithms for FL, revealing
how traditional methods, such as water filling and min-max
fairness, are highly inefficient for FL. A comprehensive list of
papers for orthogonal ML methods can be found in Table V.
A. Importance-Aware Communications
When traditional communication algorithms are designed
to maximize data rate, they are implicitly assigning equal
worth to each bit regardless of their information content. This
makes sense in classical packet-switched networks since the
abstraction of information in the OSI model prohibits the
controller from interpreting the payload. However, in DML,
data-importance is not uniform [112], thus if we consider that
each bit has the same worth, resources are wasted to transmit
low-importance data. The non-uniform data-importance for
ML stems from two qualities: uncertainty and diversity [113].
Uncertainty refers to the confidence level with which the
current model can classify a data sample, and diversity refers
to the rarity of the label compared to the remaining training
data set. Consider an image classification system for animals
in Fig. 9. Low data-importance images would correspond to
something that is easy to classify, such as a simple white
background, a common animal, and a natural pose. As either
the diversity (rarity of the animal) or uncertainty (difficult
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Fig. 9. Data-importance illustration for image classification. The importance
of training data is a good metric for prioritizing data samples when commu-
nication resources are limited.
pose/background) increases, so does the data importance. By
prioritizing samples with high data-importance, ML training
is accelerated [114]. Since non-uniform data-importance is
common, communication algorithms concerned with learning
performance should incorporate uncertainty and diversity in
their design by prioritizing high-importance data.
This idea of evaluating data samples based on their im-
portance during the training of the classifier model comes
from a branch of ML called Active Learning [115]. The
problem considered in Active learning is with regards to the
cost of labeling. Using a speech recognition example, the
cost would come from having a human interpreter listening
to recorded samples and transcribing labels to be used for the
ML algorithm. In wireless for ML, each sample is instead as-
sociated with a cost related to transmission, the label is already
available at the device but transmitting the sample from device
to PS is associated with a communication cost. Although the
fundamental goal is different, the metrics developed in Active
Learning for evaluating data samples have been tested for
the communication problem and have been shown to reduce
the communication cost by enabling user prioritization [116],
[117].
1) Centralized Learning: In this section we consider cen-
tralized learning using data distributed over multiple devices
in a network. In other words, training only occurs at the PS
but wireless communication is still relevant to collect the data.
This scenario is relevant when the user devices do not have
sufficient computational resources to perform local training but
are still carrying data relevant for learning. In [103] and [104],
the problem of developing an automatic repeat request (ARQ)
protocol for ML is considered. Despite being orthogonal, the
communication is with analog transmission, so there is always
some distortion of the received sample. This distortion can
be reduced by taking the mean of multiple transmissions
of the same signal, thus improving effective receive SNR.
Given a time slot budget, the goal is to maximize the final
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TABLE V
Summary of orthogonal communication literature. The papers are ordered according to when they are covered in the survey.
ML Modality Reference Topic
Importance-
Aware
Communications
Centralized Learning
[103] Retransmission protocol with data-sample prioritiza-
tion
[104] Extension of [103] to consider convolutional neural
networks
[23] User selection protocol
Federated Learning [105] Importance-aware user selection step
Novelty Reference Topic
RRM for
Federated
Learning
Participation Maximization [21] Client selection scheme
Energy Efficiency [106] Joint client selection and bandwidth allocation
[107] Joint time slot allocation, bandwidth allocation, and
transmit power allocation
Packet Error Impact [22] Joint client selection, resource block allocation, and
transmit power allocation
Total Time Minimization [108] Joint client selection and bandwidth allocation
Empirical Classification Error [109] Power allocation
Batch Size Selection [110] Joint batchsize selection and time-slot allocation
Importance RRM [111] Importance-aware client selection scheme
# Retransmissions
SNR
Data quantity
Accuracy
Fig. 10. Qualitative plot illustrating the quality-quantity tradeoff of
importance-aware ARQ. Here, the final accuracy is achieved by finding
the right balance between SNR (improved through retransmission) and data
quantity (reduced through retransmission).
learning accuracy before consuming the budget. As illustrated
in Fig. 10, this problem gives rise to a communication-learning
tradeoff like earlier but based on retransmissions instead of
participation.
On top of finding a balance between data quantity and
quality, the protocols are designed to prioritize samples with
higher importance. Three solutions are suggested in [103], as
an example, we discuss ”Importance ARQ for binary SVM
classificiation” in detail. The protocol considers the acquisition
of a data sample x from a user device. The PS repeatedly
requests the device to retransmit x until the effective receive
SNR satisfies
SNR(T ) > min(θ0Ud(xˆ(T )), θSNR) , (14)
where T is the number of retransmissions, θ0 is a scaling
factor, Ud(xˆ(T )) is the uncertainty measure, and θSNR is
the maximum SNR. The maximum SNR is there to prevent
one sample from consuming too many transmissions, and
Ud(xˆ(T )) is defined as the distance to the SVM boundary,
which is an uncertainty measure. The protocol illustrated by
Eq. (14) will allocate sufficiently many retransmissions for
each device to reach their guaranteed minimum SNR. Devices
carrying low-importance data are guaranteed lower minimum
SNRs and are therefore given fewer retransmissions even if
the channel is poor.
Apart from binary SVM classification, [103] contains ex-
tensions to multi-class SVM, generic classifiers, and convo-
lutional neural networks. According to experimental studies,
the protocol outperforms purely channel-aware retransmission
protocols in terms of classification accuracy by around 2-3%
when training on the MNIST dataset.
In [23], importance-aware user selection is addressed. The
devices are scheduled in a time-division manner and take turns
to upload a data sample in each time slot. Once again, the radio
resources are limited and the problem is to schedule devices in
a manner that maximizes the final test accuracy. User selection
is based on two factors, the channel quality of each user
and the importance of their data. Devices experiencing lower
fading is prioritized to give higher data rates, but only if their
data is sufficiently important.
Unlike the retransmission case, it is not obvious how data-
importance is communicated to the PS. The problem lies in
that both the model and the data samples are required to
measure importance, and they are not present in the same
entity. To solve this problem, [23] suggests using popular
model compression methods [118], [119] to transmit a lighter
version of the ML model to the user devices. This would
reduce the size d of the weight vector w ∈ Rd. This way,
the user device can evaluate their importance locally, and then
inform the PS.
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Fig. 11. User device block diagram for importance-aware FL system. The
importance measurement is calculated by an evaluator block whose output is
transmitted together with the model update to the PS.
2) Federated Learning: Since FL communicates gradients
instead of data samples, there is a need for data importance
metrics that can be applied to gradients. Since the original use
of Active learning was to assess the cost of labeling a sample,
a metric on gradients cannot be taken from there. In [105], the
loss function calculated during training is proposed as an im-
portance metric. This metric has two desirable characteristics:
it is already calculated during model training, so there’s no
additional computational cost and the value is closely related
to how poorly the current model performs on the local data,
so it is an uncertainty metric.
Using the loss function as a metric, the model update
importance is defined as
vtk =
1√
Nk
Nk∑
i=1
l(h(xik; wk), y
i
k) , (15)
where vtk is the importance of device k’s gradient to the global
model at iteration t, xk is the vector of datasamples, yk are the
labels for those samples, and Nk is the number of samples. The
importance is evaluated locally at each user and is transmitted
together with the uplink model update, illustrated in Fig. 11.
Unlike the user selection case for CML, the ML model
is now naturally present at the user device and the data-
importance can be evaluated without the need for transmitting
a compressed model to the user devices. As illustrated in
Fig. 11, the user device evaluates the importance locally and
appends the data importance to the uplink packet containing
the model update. At the start of each communication round,
the PS selects a fixed number of users for participation. In
vanilla FL the choice would be randomized, this scheme
proposes to select the users with the highest vtk. Using active
FL, [105] can achieve the same performance using 20-70%
fewer epochs than vanilla FL. Since the data size of the
importance evaluation is small in comparison to the model
update, this method also has a small overhead. Note that this
work is discussing the use of data-importance for FL, but it
does not consider the wireless conditions.
B. RRM for Federated Learning
Direct application of the FL protocol, without consideration
of practical constraints in wireless communication systems,
makes the overall training process inefficient [21]. As an ex-
ample, the heterogeneity of computational and communication
capabilities among user devices can lead to the ”straggler
effect” in which the slowest device acts as a bottleneck
while remaining users idly wait for the next communication
round [120]. Thus, a balance must be struck between the
consideration of channel quality and available computational
resources at the devices.
To optimize classification accuracy in FL over wireless com-
munication networks, customized RRM protocols designed for
FL must be developed. Within RRM we include the alloca-
tion of transmission power, bandwidth, time slots, and user
scheduling. The objective of RRM for ML is maximization
of classification accuracy rather than the traditional data-rate
maximization. This difference shapes the RRM protocol in
ways that might seem contradictory compared to traditional
RRM.
User fairness is one example of a metric that is critical
for traditional RRM but is meaningless for FL. A common
topic for traditional RRM protocols is to allocate more power
to users experiencing a good channel, as in the well-known
water-filling method [121]. Although water-filling is efficient
in terms of spectrum utilization, it can lead to users with
no allocated power, which is unacceptable in cellular net-
works. Instead, max-min-fairness protocols have been devised
to attempt the maximization of the minimum throughput of
all users in the network [122]. The introduction of max-
min fairness ensures a decent service quality for every user
at the expense of total spectrum utilization. This sacrifice
is not reasonable for FL since the participation of every
user is not necessary to train a good model. In fact, the
data-importance discussion in the previous section indicates
that we should be treating users in a discriminatory manner,
contradicting the demands on user fairness. Even if data-
importance is not considered, there is no reason to sacrifice
spectrum utilization to ensure user fairness for FL. Note that
user fairness should not be confused with model fairness [123]
(in which the accuracy of local models should be fair) or data
representation fairness [124] (avoiding discrimination against
protected groups).
Secondly, FL does not work with one-shot communication
since multiple consensus rounds have to be performed until
the desired accuracy is reached. This leads to a scenario where
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Fig. 12. Qualitative plot illustrating FL convergence. There is a tradeoff
between communication and computation, where slower iterations means
more computation and less communication. For optimal convergence, the
RRM protocol should be able to adapt to available computational resources
and channel qualities.
the PS is tasked with finding a balance between the time per
communication round (Tround) and the loss decay per round
(∆l), as illustrated in Fig. 12. This need for balance leads to
new decisions to be made by the PS. In addition to the usual
RRM decisions, the PS can also:
1) Decide how many users will participate in each round,
where more users increase ∆l but also Tround.
2) Perform aggregation frequency control, which means to
decide how many local training iterations each device
performs before communicating their update.
3) Select the batch size of each user device’s training
algorithm.
1) Participation Maximization: The first paper written
about RRM for FL is on the topic of client selection [21]. In
the original FL protocol, each communication round begins by
the PS selecting a random fraction of clients and sending them
the global classifier model [17]. The authors of [21] demon-
strated the inefficiency of this selection over wireless networks,
due to the heterogeneity of channel conditions in the network.
If clients with very poor channels are selected, the uplink
transmission takes very long and the straggler problem will
then significantly slow down the training process. Alongside
channel heterogeneity, computational resource heterogeneity
will lead to the same problem.
To find a better client scheduling policy, an optimization
problem is formed. Ideally, the objective function would be the
classification accuracy on the test data, but there is currently
no closed-form expression for this, see Eq. (8). Instead, the
number of participants is maximized, which can serve as a
rough proxy for the convergence rate [17]. The problem is
constrained to exclude slow users, by introducing a deadline
for the entire FL algorithm Tround ∈ R+. The PS is then sub-
jected to a tradeoff in client selection between the number of
participants in each round, and the time required to complete
each round. A good Tround value is found experimentally, and
then the following problem is solved:
max
S
|S|
s.t. Tround ≥ Tcs + T dS + Tc + T uS + Tagg ,
(16)
where S is the set of clients selected for the round, Tcs is the
time to select clients, T dS is the downlink transmission time,
Tc is the computational time to train the local model, T uS is
the uplink transmission time, and Tagg is the time required
to aggregate the local models at the PS. Using the proposed
scheme, an extensive experimental study is conducted based
on Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks in a mobile edge
computing context. The studies indicate that the proposed
solution consistently converges faster than out-of-the-box FL
regardless of the choice of dataset (Fashion-MNIST or CIFAR-
10), and the distribution of the data (IID or Non-IID).
2) Energy Efficiency: Since FL over wireless networks
are mostly concerned with either mobile or sensor devices,
low energy consumption is critical. In [106], this topic is
investigated in a joint bandwidth allocation and client selection
scheme. Specifically, the energy consumption of transmitting
the model updates in the uplink is considered as
Eupk = bkBpktk , (17)
where bk is the bandwidth allocation ratio, B is the total
bandwidth, pk is the power allocation in Watt/Hz, and tk is
the model uploading time. The joint bandwidth allocation and
user selection scheme is then found by solving:
min
bk ,tk ,βk
K−1∑
k=0
Eupk − λ
K−1∑
k=0
βk
s.t. βk ∈ {0, 1},
K−1∑
k=0
bk = 1,
0 ≤ tk ≤ Tk
(18)
where βk is an indicator function that is 1 if device k is
selected, and Tk is a maximum time budget for each device.
Similarly to the client selection scheme of the previous section,
the number of participating devices has been used as a proxy
for the convergence rate of the FL model. Using the MNIST
dataset, a convolutional neural network (CNN) was trained.
The results suggest that the proposed scheme outperforms a
baseline of selecting every possible client in energy consump-
tion by up to 25% with a 1-2% loss in classification accuracy.
In [107], the energy consumption for computation is con-
sidered in addition to transmission. The energy for computing
the model update at device k is
Eck = κAk log2
(
1
a
)
f 2c , (19)
where κ is the effective switch capacitance that depends on
the chip architecture, Ak is an approximation of the energy
consumption per training iteration, a is the local classification
accuracy, and fc is the computation capacity of device k
measured in CPU cycles per second. To minimize this energy,
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the proposed scheme allows the PS to control the target
classification accuracy (presumably by aggregation frequency
control) and the computation capacity of user devices (pre-
sumably by giving the training task higher priority on their
CPUs). Simulation results suggest that the proposed scheme
significantly outperforms baseline schemes of equal bandwidth
allocation, fixed CPU frequency allocation, and fixed target
accuracy allocation.
3) Packet Error Impact: The papers discussed so far
considered perfect CSI and error-free transmission. In [22]
instead, they consider an outage model where packet-errors
can happen, with error probability dependent on the allocated
bandwidth and transmission power. The FL averaging step is
updated using the outage model to consider potential packet
losses. With this new averaging step, they prove an upper
bound on the learning convergence, see Eq. (8) that reveals
the impact of packet errors on the training loss.
The previous RRM papers [21], [106], [107] aim to max-
imize user participation. The objective of [22] addresses the
learning performance more directly by minimizing the upper
bound on learning convergence. The result is a joint user
selection and bandwidth/power allocation scheme, which con-
verges despite the errors, but after convergence, the following
optimality gap remains
E
[
l(wt)
]
− E [l(w∗)] = C K∑
i=1
Nk(1 − βk + βkqk(bk, pk)) , (20)
where l(w∗) is the loss of the optimal model, C is a constant
depending on the number of training samples and the Lipschitz
parameter of the loss function, Nk is the number of training
samples at device k, βk is an indicator that is 1 if device
k is scheduled, and qk(bk, pk) is the probability of packet
error given the bandwidth and power allocation. This result
shows that proper bandwidth and power allocation reduces
the optimality gap, leading to better results after convergence.
4) Total Time Budget: In the previous papers, the total
round time Tround was determined experimentally to simplify
the optimization problems. Instead, [108] formulates an algo-
rithm that obtains Tround.
The proposed solution is a joint bandwidth allocation and
client scheduling protocol which is formed by minimizing the
product of the total number of communication rounds and
Tround. The problem is solved by decomposing the problem into
one bandwidth allocation sub-problem and one client schedul-
ing sub-problem. The reason for the decomposition is that
the client scheduling problem is a combinatorial optimization
problem, which is infeasible to solve exactly. Experimental
results on the MNIST dataset compare the scheme to [21] and
show that classification accuracy can be significantly improved
by solving for Tround in the optimization problem.
5) Empirical Classification Error: Even though the ulti-
mate goal of these RRM algorithms is to reach the highest
possible classification accuracy under communication con-
straints, none of the protocols maximize the accuracy directly.
There still exists a gap in ML theory, which is a closed-form
expression for the relationship between the number of training
samples and the classification accuracy. In this survey, we have
seen multiple examples of getting around this gap by using
other metrics as proxies for classification accuracy. In [109]
instead, the use of an empirical function is proposed to model
how the accuracy depends on the sample size. The empirical
function of the classification error Θ(N) with respect to the
number of training samples N is designed to satisfy three
properties:
• The classification error is a percentage that must lie within
0 ≤ Θ(N) ≤ 1;
• More data provides more information, and thus Θ(N)
should be a monotonically decreasing function of N;
• As N increases, the magnitude of the derivative
∂Θ(N)/(∂N) should gradually decrease and eventually go
to zero, since infinitely increasing the sample size should
not improve the classification error.
Based on these properties, the function Θ(N) = a · N−b is
chosen, where a and b are tuning parameters. The function is
then trained with a limited number of training samples, the
classification accuracy is tested, and this data point is used to
fit the tuning parameters. By repeating this process, samples
on classification accuracy are gathered, and the parameters
are found via nonlinear least-squares fitting. After fitting, the
function is used as the objective for an optimization problem
to find an RRM scheme.
6) Batch Size Selection: In [110], the authors decided to in-
clude the selection of batch size among the decision variables
for the RRM. The motivation is based on the aforementioned
straggler effect (see Section V-B), which causes the slowest
device to act as a bottleneck. By giving the RRM control over
the batch size, this situation can be improved in two ways.
The fastest devices of the network can be asked to train with a
higher batch size (n in Eq. (4)), thus increasing the accuracy of
their gradients without decelerating the FL process. Similarly,
the batch size of the slowest devices can be decreased,
sacrificing some of their performance to accelerate the FL
process. The work in [110] raises an interesting question on
joint ML and communication protocol optimization, which
today remains largely unexplored.
7) Importance RRM: The final paper we survey on orthog-
onal communication ties together RRM and data importance.
The proposal in [111] is a user selection and power allocation
scheme taking both channel fading and data importance into
account. Similar to how [21] used the number of scheduled
users as a proxy for convergence rate, [111] uses data im-
portance. The scheme is found by the following optimization
problem:
min
p1,p2,...,pK
K∑
k=1
pk (ρ(−vk) + (1 − ρ)Tk)
s.t.
K∑
k=1
pk = P ,
(21)
where pk is the power allocated to device k, vk is the impor-
tance of the gradient at device k, Tk is the time for device k
to upload its gradient, and P is the total power budget. Note
that the importance is negative since we want to maximize
importance but minimize latency. This scheme strikes a bal-
ance between data importance and channel quality, where the
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weight between the two is controlled by ρ ∈ [0, 1]. When
training an MNIST classifier, the channel and importance
aware user scheduler outperformed a channel-based scheduler
both in convergence rate and final classification accuracy. The
simulation suggests less than half the convergence time and
up to 2% higher final accuracy.
C. Open Problems
The preceding sections reviewed the state-of-the-art in the
field of Orthogonal ML methods and displayed different ways
ML metrics can be incorporated into the design of RRM
protocols. Although the current body of works already displays
significant performance advantages over traditional communi-
cation protocols, the field is still in its infancy and several
important open problems are yet to be explored. We have
identified four important open problems on RRM for ML.
1) Data-Importance Metrics: To assess the importance of
data samples, there are several different metrics being used
in the current literature. Specifically, the papers considered
in this survey use: training loss [105], distance to decision
boundary [23], [103], perturb method [125], [126], weights
method [126], impurity method [125], [126], gradient diver-
gence [111], and entropy [23]. Yet, except for the feature-
based measurements (perturb, weights, and impurity), there
is no evaluation of the impact the choice of metric has on
learning performance. Apart from the ability to assess data
importance, the metrics should also be practical to compute on
resource-constrained devices without adding excessive delay.
2) Data-Importance Staleness: In several importance-
aware RRM schemes, the data-importance is not updated in
every communication round. For instance in [105], the data
importance is measured on a user basis and is calculated
locally during training to be transmitted in conjunction with
the uplink model update. However, only a subset of users is
selected for any given round, leaving the PS with a mix of
old and fresh data importance measurements. As the global
model is trained, the importance of a user’s data could change
substantially. This calls for further studies on the effect of data
importance staleness on learning convergence, and eventually
solutions to combat this effect.
3) Impact of Channel Uncertainty in RRM for FL: Despite
the strong progress on developing RRM schemes for FL,
there are still fundamental questions that are unanswered. One
example is the impact of channel uncertainty on the learning
convergence. In practical systems, the RRM decisions will
always be based on an imperfect estimate of the wireless
channel and the impact of this uncertainty on these systems is
still unexplored. Despite affecting the RRM decision, channel
uncertainty will also have an impact on the packet error rates,
which will thus worsen the optimality gap [22]. A recent
work [127] has taken a first step to address imperfect CSI
but more work is needed.
VI. Conclusions
Given the continuous growth of IoT and mobile devices, the
demand for ML over wireless networks is expected to grow
significantly. However, traditional communication protocols
have been shown to be greatly inefficient for carrying ML
related data, creating a demand for new wireless standards. In
this paper, we have surveyed the most important contributions
in this area, specifically focusing on CoMAC and RRM.
CoMAC offers the most radical improvements in communica-
tion efficiency, often exhibiting 100 times lower latency than
its counterparts. However, since all contemporary communi-
cation is based on digital transmission, orthogonal commu-
nications still has to been considered the standard. Within
orthogonal communications, there is a strong movement to
customize RRM for ML. By considering data-importance and
specific characteristics of FL, these protocols offer significant
advantages over traditional RRM. However, this field is still
in its infancy and several fundamental problems remain. For
CoMAC, the main concerns are with integration into contem-
porary wireless infrastructure and functionality in dynamic
wireless environments. For RRM, there are still many open
questions relating to data-importance, such as choice of met-
rics and staleness of importance updates. The development
of wireless methods specifically for ML is a fertile area of
research that could provide significant benefits in terms of
energy-efficiency, bandwidth utilization, and latency.
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